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1. For reading, and writing readiness, a child should be given training on:

     	      Visual skills

     	      Auditory skills

     	      Emotional factors

     	--->> All of the options

2. child improves his language competence, through ________

     	--->> Dialogue

     	      Communication

     	      Cognition

     	      None of the options

3. The three-ring model of creativity involves:

     	      Exceptional high general ability

     	      Exceptional high task commitment

     	      Exceptional high level of creativity

     	--->> All of the options

4. 

     	      Mixing

     	--->> Integration

     	      Collapsing

     	      all of the options

5. Many motor activities are greatly affected by ______

     	      Age
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     	      Peer guy

     	--->> Maturation

     	      all of the options

6. Criteria for identifying giftedness in children include:

     	      Superiority to his ag-mates

     	      Possesses the intellectual powers

     	      unusual abilities may be general

     	--->> all of the options

7. Reading, writing and some simple arithmetic are the three _______ that children are 
usually prepare for.

     	--->> Learning structures

     	      Maturation

     	      Forum

     	      Environment

8. 

     	      Intelligence

     	      Growth

     	--->> maturation

     	      All of the options

9. 

     	      Age of child

     	--->> school readiness

     	      Personality

     	      None of the above

10. A childÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s _____ contributes to his school readiness.
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     	      Parents

     	      Peer group

     	--->> Physical well being

     	      all of the options
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